Gloucester Resources Limited
Community Grants Scheme
2017

Gloucester Resources Limited (GRL) offers one-off financial contributions to help
organisations in the Gloucester who undertake projects that strengthen the community and
make the Gloucester region a better place to live and work.
During 2017 Gloucester Resources Limited is expecting to be in the planning stages of the
Rocky Hill Mine Project. During this phase small, one-off grants of up to $1000 will be
provided under the Community Grants Scheme. If the mine project is approved and GRL
becomes a long-term partner of the Gloucester community, the Community Grants Scheme
will be reviewed and expanded to reflect a long-term commitment to the Gloucester region.
GRL will favour projects that meet the following guidelines:
• Are undertaken by charity or not-for-profit organisations
• Provide long-term benefits for a diverse group of people in the community
• Support activities that encourage tourism or enhancement of business opportunities
• Promote partnerships within the community
Criteria:
1. The applicant must apply for the grant by filling out an application form
2. The project should be undertaken within four months of receiving the grant
3. The project should provide opportunities to publicly acknowledge the partnership with
GRL
Acknowledgement and reporting:
A brief report of no more than 300 words will be required within 60 days of the completion
of the project outlining the work undertaken with the allocated funds.
Assessment of applications:
Applications will be assessed bi-monthly by a panel appointed by GRL.
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GRL Community Grants Scheme Application Form
Name of your organisation:
Amount being sought from grant scheme:
Total cost of the project:
Other funding sources (if any):
Timeframe for project:
Is there an opportunity to promote the partnership with GRL?
Provide a brief description of the project (no more than 300 words):

Describe briefly how your project meets one or more of the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Undertaken by charity or not-for-profit organisations
Provide long-term benefits for a diverse group of people in the community
Support activities that encourage tourism or enhancement of community initiatives
Promote partnerships within the community
Provide opportunities to publicly acknowledge the partnership with GRL

Please email applications to: rockyhillcoal@gmail.com
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